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Abstract
The National Space Development Agency of Japan’s (NASDA) JERS-1 SAR
began collecting data in 1995 for the Global Rain Forest Mapping Project (GRFM). The
GRFM data quality has been examined for products resulting from both the NASDA and
Alaska SAR facility’s (ASF) processing facilities. Some radiometric corrections have
been applied to the ASF processed data from South and Central America. In general, the
calibration of the data from ASF and NASDA is similar, though there are some significant
differences. Examples of imagery are presented, along with quantitative analysis of the
calibration of the data.
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1 Introduction
The N~tiontil Space l>cvclopmcnl Agency of Jupan (NASDA) inilioled the Global
Rain Forest Mapping Project (GRFIM) in 1995 (Roscnqvist, 1996, Frecmun

et a/,

1996).

The objective of this project is to use the Japanese Earth Remote Sensing satellite (JERS- 1)
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) to map the world’s tropical rain forest regions at high
resolution.

This joint project between NASDA’S Earth Observation Research Center

(EORC), NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and the Space Applications Institute of
the European Commission’s Joint Research Center (JRC/SAI) has assembled a team of
invited scientists to evaluate, analyze, and use the data.
Data processing for the GRFM project is being done both at NASDA and at the
Alaska SAR Facility (ASF) of the University of Alaska at Fairbanks. Imagery from South
and Central America will be processed by ASF, while imagery from Africa, S.E. Asia,
and Australia will be processed by NASDA.
The processing facilities were developed independently; therefore, there are some
differences in the final image

products.

This paper will describe and quantify the

similarities and differences, while characterizing the resulting image products.
1.1 Description of JERS-1
The JERS-1 satellite (also known as Fuyo- 1) was launched on February 11, 1992

by a two stage HI rocket from the Tanegashima Space Center into a sun-synchronous polar
orbit (inclination 97.67 deg). The spacecraft has an altitude 568 km over the equator, and
exactly repeats 659 revolutions every 44 days. The satellite carries two instruments - a
SAR and an optical sensor (OPS) - and a data recorder (MDR). The MDR can record up
to 8 minutes of data (corresponding to a datti take tibout 75km wide by 3,()()()km long)
outside the ground stiition covcrages, and downlink the data to either ASF or NAS DA’s

Fkrlh Obscrvati~m Center (EOC).

in 1994, Lhc JERS- I salclli[c o)nlplclcd i[s 2 yew’

mission, and sirwc then htis been opcrtiting in an cxlcndcd mission by NASDA. Only the
SAR sensor and data will bc discussed here.(NASDA 130C, 1995)
1.2 SAR sensor description
Table 1 summarizes the basic characteristics of the JERS- 1 SAR.
A few months after launch, a malfunction within the SAR instrumentation (arcing
between two of the SAR antenna sub-panels) resulted in the SAR operating at half of its
designed power output, generating lower than planned signal to noise ratios and a higher
than planned noise equivalent 6° (normalized radar backscatter coefficient).

In addition,

due to concerns about an on-board battery, the JERS- 1 SAR can usually only acquire data
during a descending (southerly) path of the orbit (due to an unrelated electrical problem).
1.3 Data processing
Processing facilities for JERS- 1 SAR data exist at both NASDA and ASF. Each
processing center can process JERS- 1 data to calibrated full resolution of 12.5 meter pixel
spacing in both range and azimuth.

Each processing facility incorporates the CEOS

format for the data products, but the header records and the data format are different (see
section 2).
At the time of the initiation of the GRFM project, both the NASDA and ASF
processors consisted of specially designed hardware processors and associated software
driven computer interfaces between the SAR corrc!ator and other components.
NASDA processor, developed by NEC under a NASDA contract,
contract to NASDA by the Remote

The

is opcratccl under

Sensing Technology Center of Japan (RESTEC).

The ASF processor was dcvclopcd by JPL, and is operated by ASF for NASA.

As of

1997, the ASF processor can process da[a l’rom NASDA’S JERS - 1 SAR, frt)n~ t.hc
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thropcon Spt\CCAgency’s

(INA) Earth Rcmow Sensing SiItcllitc (ERS- I and IiRS-2)

SAR, tind from the Canwiian Space Agency’s (CSA) Radarsat SAR.
Prior to 1996, the NASDA processor produced

an arlifact in all 0( its image

products that manifested itself as “bands” in both range and azimuth directions (though the
banding was most evident in the azimuth direction). These bands were due to residual
calibration errors of the Sensitivity Time Control (STC) signal attenuation. The magnitude
and location of these bands varied slightly from scene to scene.

Usually, the magnitude

of the banding was less than 0.5 dB, and four or five bands were evident across the image.
In addition, sometimes a linear radiometric trend of less than 1 dB in the range direction
was present. In mid-1996, prior to processing GRFM data, this error in the processor was
corrected. See figure 1 for an example of the imagery prior to correction of the processing
artifacL
The NASDA processor can process about 45 scenes per 16 hour day, while the
ASF processor can process about 100 JERS- 1 scenes per 16 hour day (though in both
cases, non-GRFM data processing is performed. In the case of ASF, only a small fraction
of the processing throughput is used for the GRFM project).
1.4 Description of GRFM
The GRFM project to map the world’s rain forest regions will not be completed

until 1999 due to the large amounts of data to be processed.

Approximately 40 million

square kilometers consisting of 5 TeraBytes of imagery will be generated. This imagery
will be distributed over the internet and on CD-ROM to scientists studying the regions
imaged.
For the imagery from South and Central America, ASF will process and calibrate
the data to full resolution. JPL will verify the calibmtion of the data, and gcncmtc low
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rcso]uti(m (hla plX)dLICLS(loo” m pixel spilClng) 01”lhC ritdiir biickscil([~r ilnd lk
lcxturc,
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Both NASDA and JPL am producing mosaics O( the cia~a m span the entire

continent [rem these low resolution image products.

A team from the Univcrsily of

California - Santa Barbara (UCSB), working with their colleagues from the Brazilian
National Institute for $pacc Research (INPE) and from the National Institute for Research
of the Amazon (INPA), have collected ground validation data from regions near the
Amazon River to verify the geometric accuracy of the data.
For the imagery from Western and Central Africa, NASDA will process and
calibrate the data to full resolution. JRC/SAI will generate a variety of lower resolution
data products and mosaics, and compare the results with ERS-1 data.
For the imagery from S. E. Asia and Australia, NASDA will process and calibrate
the data to full resolution, and generate low resolution data products and mosaics.
Many of the GRFM principle investigators will analyze data from these datasets to
fultlll their individual scientific objectives. More information about the GRFM project may
be found at the following web site: http://southport.jpl.nasa.gov/GRFM/.
1.5 Data products
The GRFM project anticipates several different kinds of data products being
generated.

See table 2 for a summary description of several proposed data products.

These different data products are being generated by several different data processing
centers - NASDA, ASF, JPL, and JRC.
.
For each of these data products, the image file may bc stored in a variety of data
formats. For example, the JPL low resolution data is stored in the ASF CEOS format and
as a GIF image (since GIF compression is loss-free, O“may bc accumtcly rctricvcd from
the GIF images as we!l).

I.6 Covvrqc
The JERS - I SAR acquired GRFM data bctwccn Scptcmbcr 1995 and February
1997. Since lhc L-band ( 1275 MHz) wavelength of the radar is sensitive 10 11ooM t’orcsl
conditions, some areas were mapped twice so that the extent of inundation that occurs
along major river systems such as the Amazon or Congo rivers can be estimated. Figure
.
2a shows the coverage obtained for South America between September 27 and December
12, 1995. Figure 2b shows the coverage obtained between May 4 and August 13, 1996 for
Central and South America. Figures 3a and 3b shows the coverage of Western and Central
Africa, and figure 4 the coverage of S.E. Asia, and Australia.
1.7 Data access
GRFM data products will be made available to the science community by CDROM

artd by “the world

wide

(http://southport,jpl.nasa.gov/GRFMl),

web.

Currently,

at

a web

site

at

JPL

available data products can be downloaded for

scientific research and analysis. Similar web sites exist at the NASDA and JRC/SAI home
pages, as well as other sites, and are linked together. CD-ROM’s from the GRFM project
have been available since March 1998, and may be obtained by writing the authors.
1.8 Calibration data
In addition to the GRFM data, the JERS- 1 SAR has acquired data from almost
every land surface region on Earth. In order to validate the calibration of the data, some
non-GRFM data hai been analyzed. In parLicukr, corner reflectors have been placed in
Japan (Niigata and Hatoyama), tic USA (Edward’s calibration army in Southern
California), Alaska (Delta Junction), and Brazil (Manaus) and their backscatter analyz~d
(see section 3). The corner rctlcctors were oriented for maximum radar backsctiucr for the
JERS-1 SAR.
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“Io assess Lhc fclalivc radiomctric Calibriltion for rirngc and azimulh dcpcnknt
cidibration errors, such as may bc introduced by iniwuurittc knowledge of the anlcnna
pmcrn, kirgc unilorm rain forest regions within South America were analyml.

The

relative calibration of both NASDA and ASF proccsscd data were vcril”icdin this way.
The corner reilector arrays in Japan are monitored periodically to verify the
NASDA calibration consunt and SAR system performance.
2 Comparison

between

NASDA

and ASF Processing

The NASDA and ASF processing facilities both generate full resolution imagery
with a pixel spacing of 12.5 m in both the range and azimuth (along track and cross track)
directions. The NASDA 2.1 level data product is projected to UTM coordinates , while the
ASF projection for data is a constant ground pixel spacing in. both range and azimuth.
Both processing facilities produce CEOS formatted data.
The calibration factor to convert the digital number (dn)values
. to CJodiffers between
NASDA and ASF processed imagery. For ASF processed imagery, the calibration factor
(linear) may be found in the CEOS leader file. For NASDA processed imagery, see Table
4.

NASDA carefully monitors backscatter from comer reflectors and updates the

calibration factor when analysis of the data so indicates. The dates given below correspond
to the date of acquisition of the data.
In order to calculate the normalized radar backscatter (6°) from NASDA or ASF
processed imagery (ignoring noise) :

(1)

O“= 2010g10(dO)
+F
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where G’)is the nornl~dizcd radar backscaucr in dB, d,, is the digital nlln~tlcr, LIml1; is UN!
calibration lwxor in dB. This lormula works for all products derived I“rt)mthe NASDA or
ASF imagery, including mosaic producls and low rcso]ution imagery. 11”lhc n~)isc vccl(m
is known, it is possible to remove lhc rwisc lloor by t.hclollowing formula :

d= 10log,O(f (do)’- fnN(r)}

(2)

where & is the normalized radar backscatter in dB, d. is the digital number, f is the linear
value of the calibration factor, fn is the noise conversion factor, and N(r) is the normalized
noise value as a function of range. For ASF processed imagery, N(r) may be found in the
CEOS leader fde and ranges between O and 1, while fg may be calculated from two
calibration constants found in the CEOS leader file (the linear absolute calibration factor
and the noise scale factor) by finding the product of the two. Typically:

(3)

f.= 4.547x102 (typically)

For the NASDA data products, each scene of data corresponds geographically to
the JERS- 1 Row/Path deftition

(NASDA EOC, 1995).

There are three CEOS files

associated with each scene : a leader fde, an image file, and a trailer file. The leader and
trailer files are ASCII header files, while the image fde is a binary data file. A detailed
description of these files may be found in (NASDA EOC, 1996). Each line of data in the
image file is preceded by 12 bytes of prefix information.
For the ASF data products, each scene is identified by the rev number since launch,
and the ccn[cr latitude. Each frame of data has two associa[cd CEOS files : a Icader file and
tin image file. The header information in the ASCII leader file is organized quilt diffcrcnlly
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from thu[ producmt by NASDA,

but

much of lhc same irrformti[ion is prwcnl. w’ilh the

notabk cxccplion lhal (he ASF Icadcr file includes an cstirnatc of the range dcpcndcnt noise

cquivalcnl cf’. The format of the ASF fiics chungcd in 1996. Prior 10 late 1996, the image
files were prcccdcd on each line with a 12 byte prefix and there was also an ASCII CEOS
trailer file. After late 1996, the prefix length increased to 192 bytes. There were changes to
the header information as well. (Bicknell, 1997)
The most significant difference between the NASDA and ASF data products is that
the NASDA image product stores the d. values as 16 bit values while the ASF image
product is 8 bit. However, a d. value of 4096 (from the NASDA image products) (which
requires 12 bits) comesponds to a 6° of +3.7 dB (assuming a calibration constant of -68,5
dB), a backscatter value which is generally larger than is normally seen in an image with
natural targets. Therefore, for most scenes of natural targets, less than 12 of the 16 bits are
being used by the NASDA image product.

In addition, the d, value of the noise floor

(corresponding to co as low as -20 dB) is about 265; it is therefore rare to find a d, value
less than 265.
If the calibration constant for an ASF image product is standard (i.e. -48.54 dB),
then a dOof 255 corresponds to a co of only -0.4 dB. This is a low value to saturate at, as
some flooded forests will have & values larger than that.
At low backscatter values (Co= -14 dB), which roughly corresponds to imagery of
open water and low vegetation areas, each change in d, for ASF imagery indicates a change
of 0.17 dB in a“, a rather large quantization. For NASDA imagery, at 6° =-14 dB, each
change in d, indicates a change of only 0.02 dB.

The dn vahrc of the noise floor

(corresponding to 6° as low as -20 dB) for ASF image products is about 26, where each
change in d. corresponds to a change in o’)of ().34 dB (but only 0.03 for NASDA irnagc
products).

Figure 5 Sh(IWS il histogram 01”lh~ viilu~s [ound in a

[Ypicill

NAS[>A and AS[;

image over a rtiin forest rcgiorr.
3 Iladiometric

Calibration

Verification and correction of radiomctric calibration errors in the ASF processed
imagery was performed prior to mosaicking the data (Siqueira et al, 1998). After the data
was mosaicked, it was then possible to assess more accurately and completely the quality
of the calibration vetilcation process.
3.1 Absolute calibration
The absolute calibration of the JERS- 1 SAR data was verified by analysis of comer
reflectors in Southern California, USA; Delta Junction, Alaska; and Manaus, Brazil
(vanZyl et al, 1992). Tables 5 and 6 list the result for several comer reflectors imaged in
1992 and 1993 by the JERS- 1 SAR and processed by the NASDA and ASF processors.
The results indicate that the calibration factors from table 4 are accurate to better than 1 dB.
In order to asse~Sthe correspondence in absolute calibration between ASF and
NASDA processed imagery, a JERS- 1 datatake of a region of uniform rain forest in South
America was processed by the both ASF and NASDA processing facilities, and the results
analyzed, Since the same raw signal data was processed, the difference between the two
image products is due solely to processing differences (including standard calibration)
between the ASF and NASDA processors.

Analysis showed that there was a slight

difference in absolute calibration between the two facilities, whereby the ASF processor
calibration is 0.8 dB brighter than that of NASDA.
accuracy of the absolute calibration.
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This error is less than that of tic

3.2

Ri~la(ive

C~llil?rtl[ion

The rclolivc calibmtion bctwccn sccncs and within cauh sccnc mus[ bc cxucllcn[ if a
Errors in d) greater than about ().2 d13 wi]l

seamless image mosaic product is desired.

negatively impact the appearance and analysis of the GRFM mosaic image products. As
the data is averaged down, banding in the data becomes even more noticeable. Thcrcforc,
for the data acquired of South and Central America, JPL performed a careful verification of
the relative calibration of the JERS- 1 SAR imagery as processed by ASF.
During processing at both ASF and NASDA, a standard correction is applied to
account for the change in antenna gain with look angle.

During ASF processing, the

inverse of this gain factor is saved as the “noise vector” in the CEOS leader file, and a
typical example is shown in figure 6.

This antenna gain is accurately measured and

analyzed both before and after launch, but it is not unusual for there to be discrepancies
between the actual antenna pattern and the applied antenna pattern on the order of 0.5 dB.
Since even this small level of error can introduce significant problems when
mosaicking the data, the following procedure was used to verify the relative calibration of
JERS- 1 data over the Amazon from the ASF imagety, and correct it if necessary :
First, each ASF full resolution image was averaged to 100 m pixel spacing in both
the range and azimuth directions (8x8 pixels). The description of the analysis that follows
was derived from the low resolution imagery, but the results may be applied to either the
low or full resolution imagery.
A large sample of ASF imagery was analyzed to determine whether any correc~ion
to the radiometric calibration was necessary. A geographically and temporally diverse
sample of images was selected, where uniform, undisturbed forest areas were binned and
averaged in the cross track (range) direction. Uniform rdin iorcsts ,arc relatively easy to
idcn[ily on the SAR imagery - the kcy areas m avoid arc low vegetation and open wa[cr

II

regions. T“hc rwh’ hiickscalter varies by iil}otlt ().6 dfl bclwwn (Jw nt.mr, mid, und I’iir range
of the image swa[h. Allcr avcmging a (CWdozen images containing only uniform rain
lorcst regions, a consistent curve shape (both magniludc and location) was observed. Scc
ligurc 7 [or a polynomial fit as a function of range.

The incidcncc angle over this range

varies bc(wcen 34 and 43 degrees, over the course of which the scattering from the surface
will change slightly, but this effect alone is unlikely to account for the magnitude of the
,
curvature of the radar backscatter.
If there were no radiometric corrections necess~,

then we would expect the radar

backscatter versus range for uniform rain forest regions to be relatively constant.

The

polynomial fit shown in figure 8 was divided into each image in order to attempt to correct
for an apparent error in all of the image~, and assumes that the error that was observed in
the selected subset would apply to all the image ~ ‘.

Some images were then examined to

insure that the radar backscatter of uniform forest areas as a function of range was indeed
constant (see figure 8 for a typical example of the residual errors after correction). In order
to maintain the same absolute calibration, the polynomial was normalized such that the
average gain was unity.
Out of 1723 scenes between September 27 and December 12, 1992, same
radiometric correction as a function of range was applied for 1666 scenes, or 97%. The
remaining scenes required a unique radiometric correction.

Usually, several adjacent

scenes within the same data take required the same unique radiometric correction. Again,
using uniform rain forest regions to estimate the trend in the error, a polynomial fit to the
data was determined and applied against the image swaths.

3.3 Noise Equiv(llt’rl[

d

I“hc noise cquivfilcnt a“changcs as a funclion of ri~ngc clue to the change in giiin of
the antcnrm as a function or look angle.

Scc figure 9 Ior u typical plot 01 lhc m)isc

cquivatcnt d), cstirna[cd by analyzing the molar backscti[tcr over open wti[cr (generally the

darkest locations in the imagery) at sevcrat cross-track (range) locations. These areas arc
generally dominated by noise, rather than signal from the waves on the water.
These plots indicate that at worst the noise equivalent 6° is -15 dB, though these
values occur over a small range in incidence angles (near and far swath), while at the
middle of the swath, the noise equivalent c? is about -20 dB. However, after mosaicking,
knowledge of the incidence angle is lost; due to the 30% overlap between scenes, the noise
equivalent &is usually better than -18 dB in the mosaicked images.
3.4 Calibration errors
There are two types of remaining calibration errors, one of which can be easily
corrected. A calibration log has been kept to determine the calibration procedures that were
applied to each scene.
1) absolute calibration error
Occasionally (41 out of 1723 ASF scenes from South America), the absolute
calibration of an image appears to be incorrect.

This may be determined during

mosaicking, and also from examination of a plot of the radiometry versus range for a
scene. The cause for this error is unknown, but it is easily corrected if there arc targets or
regions within tic scene of known radar backscatter, such as rain forest regions, whose
backscatter is relatively well known.

Also, if this sccnc has scenes that overlap with it

(which is generally the case with tic GRFM data), then the overlapping regions may bc
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cxaclly cornparcd, and lhc crrtinl image corrcclcd. MOMimages will bc corrcwwd, but [here
may still rcrnain errors on lhc order of Icss than 1 dB lhat arc not corrcclwt.
~) rcsldu~ r~gc dcpcndcnt calibration error
Based on [hc assumption that any calibration error across track is duc to an error in
the antenna pattern, then we would expect that all scenes would require the same correction.
Therefore, if at all feasible, the same radiometric correction was applied to each scene.
However, some scenes, after careful scrutiny, required a unique radiometric correction.
This correction was recorded so that the process would be reversible for other investigators
using the data.
Even after the above corrections were made, the mosaicked images SW sometime
showed some calibration offsets from surrounding images. Usually the magnitude of this
difference is relatively small (0.2 to 0,6 dB). However, in these cases, no attempt was
made to correct these images.
The effect of the residual calibration errors is most pronounced when looking at
mosaics of images. However, the data quality of the mosaics is no worse than that of the
individual scenes, except that the range to each target is no longer known. For instance, it
is no longer possible to compare the noise equivalent O“ with the range of a target in a
scene.
4 Image Quality
In order to assess the resolution in both the azimuth and ran.gc direction, and to
estimate the Peak Side Lobe Ratio (PSLR), corner reflectors analysis was performed.

For

NASDA processed imagery, 8 corner reelectors were analyzed, while for ASF imagery, 6
corner rctlectors were analyzed. These were the sarnc corner retl.xxors used to verify the
absolute calibration of the data.
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As can bc seen Irom lablc 7, lhc a~.imulh rcsolu(i(m 01 the ASF pr(xcssccl imagmy
is about 32 m, as opposed tt) 18 m [or NASDA proccsscd imtigcty, While ASF performs
4 look processing, the NASDA processor proccsscs fewer looks (3) in order to obtain
higher resolution.
The estimated PSLR of the data is different bctwccn the ASF and NASDA
processors, with the PSLR lower for NASDA processed imagery by 5-6 dB.
5 Geometric

Accuracy

In order to assess the geometric accuracy of the data, results from the mosaicking
of the ASF processed data were utilized. First, mosaicking 1500 adjacent ASF scenes
from South America resulted in histograms of offsets in the x and y directions (figure 10).
The average offset in x (Longitude) was 317~ 2136 meters, while the average offset in y
(Latitude) was - 1053*

1250 meters.

These offsets with respect to the corner

latitttddlongitudes (retrieved from the CEOS header) roughly indicate the accuracy of
knowledge in absolute location, as determined from the satellite ephemeris by the ASF
processor,
The mosaicked imagery has been projected into the equiangular projection, in
which each pixel is fixed number of am seconds of latitude and longitude, and where the
latitude and longitude meet at right angles.
A more detailed description of the geometric accuracy of the mosaicked GRFM
data is deferred to another publication (Siqueira et al, 1998).
6 Imagery

examples

As the processing is completed, the mosaics of JERS- 1 images will bc rclcascd via
CD-ROM. Copies of these CD-ROMs may be obtained by contacting the authors, or by
checking [he wcb si[c lor ordering information (hup://southport.jpl. nasti.gov/GRFM/).
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Figure llshows

mimageof

tie Bdbinas Reservoir in Amazonas (from images

averaged to 100 meter pixel spacing), Brazil, several hundred kilometers North of the city
of Manaus. General characteristics of this image areas follows:
1) Rivers and areas of open water usually appear very dark, usually approaching the
noise floor of the data. In fact, at near and far range, open water is often dominated by
noise. Occasionally, if the water is roughened by wind or rain, the signal may increase.
2) Flooded forest areas are bright. This is due to “double bounce” scattering
between the trunks of the trees and the underlying water.
3) Areas of low vegetation are in some cases as dark as open water, but in other

cases slightly brighter. Factors affecting the radar brightness of these areas include soil
.
.
<
moisture and the presence of agriculture.
4) The brightness of the undisturbed forests is less than that of flooded forests, but
greater than that of low vegetation.
Figure 12 shows an example of mosaicking two cross track scenes covering the
area where the Tapajos and Amazon Rivers converge. As can be seen, the signal from the
open water of the Tapajos River is larger in the Westernmost image. This is due to an
increase in noise at the near range of the Western image, as compared to the signal at the
far range of the Eastern image.
Figure 13 shows an image mosaic of two images where residual calibration errors
are evident. A comparison of Co values within the overlap regions shows a difference of
0.6 dB. See figure 14 for a “slice” through the mismatched images. Fourteen kilometers
South from this slice through the data, where the residual calibration error is no longer as
evident, the difference in d is less than 0.1 dB.
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7 Science Content
The tropical rainforests imaged by the GRFM project are of keen interest to both
the public and the scientific community. SAR imagery has advantages and disadvantages
with respect to optical remote sensing techniques for studying these areas, but
unquestionably this data set will be quite useful for characterizing the state of the world’s
rainforest during the 1995-1997 time frame.
The JERS- 1 SAR, and L-band image~ in general, have been shown to be sensitive
to flooding conditions, and in particular, flooded forests. (Hess et al, 1995) The impact of
flooding on the rate of carbon exchange makes inundation extent an important parameter in
global climate and climate change models. In addition, inundation areas harbor different
plant and animal species than the surrounding rainforest, as well as affecting the nature of
human habitation and development. The GRFM project has targeted this utility to map
inundation by attempting as much as possible to image areas at both high and low flood
seasons.
JERS- 1 SAR data is also sensitive, within certain ranges, to variations in biomass
(Luckman et al, 1997). Therefore, though constrained by a low signal to noise ratio, it is
possible using JERS- 1 data to differmtiate between some vegetation structures, such as
cleared fields from mature rainforests. The extent at which the JERS- 1 SAR data can be
used to differentiate vegetation classes is a topic of current research.
There are other applications being investigated that employ derived products (i.e.
measurements of the standard deviation of the imagery) and imagery from other
instruments to infer scientific results.

The use of JERS-1 SAR to “fill in” missing

coverage and to increase the likelihood of success in the classification of forest types by
combination of the data with optical and other radar remote sensing data is currently being
investigated.
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8 Conclusions
The GRFM data quality has been examined for products resulting from both the
NASDA and ASF processing facilities. Some radiomet.ric corrections have been applied
to the ASF processed data from South and Central America. In general, the calibration of
the data from ASF and NASDA is similar, though there are some significant differences.
More

information

can

be

found

(http://southport.jpl.nasa.gov/GRFM/).

at

the-

GRFM

web

site . at

JPL

Some calibmtion efiors still persist in the data,

which in further work we hope to correct.
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Tables
JERS-1
Frequency

L (1275 MHz)

band

Polarization

HH

Bandwidth

15 Mhz

PRF

1505-1606

Antenna

size

Transmitted
Repeat

11.9mx2.4 m
power

orbit

Incidence

Hz

W

44 days

38S degrees

angle

right looking

Look direction

Table 1. JERS-I
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characteristics

Data product

Pixel spacing

Dimension

NASDA Hi-rcs

12.5mx12.5m

75kmx80km

NASDA low-rcs

1OOmx100m

75x80km

ASF Hi-res

12.5mx12.5m

75kmx102.4km

JPL/ASF low res

100mx 100m

75kmx102.4km

JPL/ASF texture

100mx 100m

75kmx102.4km

JRC/NASDA texture

100mx100m

75kmx80km

1OOmx100m

5degx5deg

TBD

5degx5deg

JRC/NASDA

standard

mosaics
JRC/NASDA low res mosaics
NASDA standard mosaics

3“X3”

5degx5deg

lPL/ASF standard mosaics

3 “x3”

5degx5deg

[PL/ASF hi-res mosaics

TBD

~PL/ASF low-res mosaics

15’’X15°

TBD
5 degx5deg

Table 2: planneddata products
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ASF

NASDA

8 bit

16 bit

1

data format

1

I

range resolution

18m

azimuth resolution

32m

no. Looks

I 18m
18n~

I

I

14

13

header

CEOS

CEOS

image size (pixels)

8192x8192

61OOX64OO

pixel spacing

12.5 m x 12.5 m

12.5 m x 12.5 m

image size (ground)

75kmx102.4km

75kmx80km

projection

ground (sch)

ground (UTM)

image designation

rdkit

row/path

yes

no

,

noise vector in header

Table 3: comparison of ASF and NASDA image products

NASDA calibration

factor F (db)

Feb 1992- Feb 14, 1993

linear value f
7.()()()X 10”7

Feb 15, 1993- Ott 31, 1996

-68.5

T413X10”7

November 1, 1996-

-68.3

T479X 1o”’

ASF calibration
typical value

-48.54

[found in ceos leader file)

Table 4: calibration factors

23

factor F (db)

Fnear value f.
T400X 1o”’

Scene

image

ID

Overflight

Date

calibration
offset (dll)

Edwards

cO077a10
[

Edwards
Edwards

-0.61

O077a10

93 Apr 30

-0.85

I

I

~O077a10

[93 Apr30

-0.78

93 Apr 30

-0.80

93 Apr30

0.28

93 Jul 06

0.31

Edwards

cO077a10
1

Edwards

I

O077a10
1

Jfanaus

93 Ap[ 30
I

1

0230b19

Table 5: NASDA processed imagery - corner reflector analysis
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.hcene

Image ID

rev

Overflight

l.hte

calibration
(d II)

Delta Junction

1000346

2528

92

Delta Junction

1000348

3816

92 Ott 22

-0.56

Delta Junction

100035O

3831

92 Ott 23

-1.4

Delta Junction

1000353

3861

92 Ott 25

0.70

Delta Junction

1000355

3876

92 Ott 26

0.92

J(I[

28

Table 6: ASF processed image~ - corner reflector analysis
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0.13

offset

Range Res.

Azimuth Res.

Range PSLR

(m)

(m)

(dB)

NASDA

18.2 + 0.6

18.2* 1.8

-13.7 i 2,0

-21.1 *1,9

ASF

18.Of 1.1

32.1 * 3.8

-8.2 ~ 1,9

-14.2 k2.l

Table 7: image quality from corner reflector analysis
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Azimuth

(dB)

PSLR

Figures

Figure 1 : Data proccsscd prior to 1996 by NASDA had a processing artifwt (banding in
mnge) in most images.

The arrows indica[c the locations of the bands in this example

enhanced image from South America.

Figure 2 Approximate South and Central America coverage: a) GRFM coverage during
September 27- December 12, 1995. b) GRFM coverage during May 4- August 14,
1996.

Figure 3 Approximate Africa coverage: a) GRFM coverage during January - March, 1996.
b) GRFM coverage during October-November, 1996. Also imaged was the island of
Madagascar in early 1997.

Figure 4 : Approximate South East Asia and Australia coverage: GRFM coverage during
November 1996- February 1996.

Figure 5 : Histogram of a rainforest scene (center Latitude,Longitude : 020,-600).

a)

NASDA processed image (October 1993) - histogram of values for a typical rainforest
image. The peak is at a DN of 979, or -8.68 dB b) ASF processed image (October 1995)
- histogram of values of typical rainforest image. The peak is at a DN of 119, or -7.03 dB.

Figure 6 : During processing at borh ASF and NASDA, a standard correction is applied to
account for the change in antenna gain with look angle.

During ASF processing,

IJIC

inverse of this gain factor is saved as the “noise vector” in the CEOS leader file. This
figure shows a typical example.

27

F:igurc 7: polynomial fitted LO[ho inverse 01 rwliomctric trend.

Figure 8: a typical residual radiomctric [rend
Figure 9 : typical plot of the noise equivalent 0“ , estimated

by analysing

the radar

backscatter over open water (generally the darkest locations in the imagery) at several
cross-track (range) locations. These areas are generally dominated by noise, rat.tmr than
signal from the waves on the water.
Figure 10: The histogram of offsets in the x (a) and y (b) direction applied to each scene
while mosaicking 1500 scenes from South America.
Figure 11: An image of the Balbinas Reservoir in Amazonas (from images averaged to
100 meter pixel spacing), Brazil, several hundred kilometers North of the city of Manaus.
This image is 21 km x 18 km.
Figure 12: An example of mosaicking two cross-track scenes covering the area where the
Tapajos and Amazon Rivers converge. This image is 24 km x 23 km.

Figure 13: An image mosaic of two images where residual calibration errors are evident.
This image is 10 km x 10 km.

Figure 14.

A “slice” through values where calibration error exists in overlap region

between two scenes.

Short Tit.lc : Data Quality of the JERS- 1 SAR GRFM project
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